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ZZap NC30 Banknote Counter CN905
1900 notes a min. 5-fold counterfeit detection. Medium duty   View Product 

 Code : CN905

  
 41% OFF   Sale 

£814.27

£478.99 / exc vat
£574.79 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 2 - 3 Working Days Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

The NC30 from ZZap is one of the fastest countertop
note counters available.

The speed it counts at is adjustable and should be
adjusted to suit the condition of the banknotes, old worn
notes can be counted at a rate of 600 per minute whilst if
the notes are in perfect condition the counter is capable of
counting and checking for counterfeit notes at a rate of
1,900 notes a minute.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 242 245 275

Cm 24.2 24.5 27.5

Inches
(approx)

9 9 10

 Counts 1,900 banknotes per minute

 Batch counting & add functions

 5-fold counterfeit detection: Magnetic, Ultraviolet, Half-

note, Width, Thickness

 Counts all world currencies

 Detects rogue denominations

 Top loading hopper for continuous counting

 Automatic or manual start

 Sort Function

 Hopper capacity: 350 notes

 Stacker capacity: 200 notes
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